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This is a collection of games that were often played during recess in one

room schoolhouses during the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. 

 Though some of these games may seem familiar to many of us have you

ever though about the origins of these classic games? The origins and uses

of these games can tell us a lot about what growing up during this period

was like. 

 You will notice going through these games the simplicity of many of the

activities. This is because there was not a lot of materials available to people

so children's games relied on finding creative ways to have fun!

We hope you can also get creative while encouraging activity and

movement!
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There are many conflicting reports of where the game originated, but what

we do know is that kids in Europe started jumping rope in the 1600s as that

is when drawings of the game begin to appear. Jump rope was not only

considered a children's game as it was also a great form of exercise.

Centuries later in America Double Dutch became increasingly more

popular in urban America. The limited play space in urban centers made it a

great sport option for active children. 

This rhyme is called Cinderella. Have two players hold either

end of the jumping rope and slowly spin the rope together.

Then everyone should join in reciting the rhyme:

Cinderella, dressed in yellow

Went upstairs to kiss her fellow

Made a mistake and kissed a snake

How many doctors 

Did it take?

1,2,3,4,5...

The players start counting after the jumper has jumped into

the rope and stop when they trip up. 

This game can be played with a single jump rope or with two as

double dutch. Meaning the two jump ropes are spun in

opposite directions. 

Scissor jump: Land with one foot forward then on the

next jump switch feet.

Cross jump: Land with feet crossed like an X, then

apart, then cross again.

Duckie: Land with heels apart, toes and knees pointed

in; then on the next jump put heels together and toes

and knees pointed out.

Swing: Land on one foot and swing the opposite leg

out to the side, then switch on next jump. 

Jump Rope

Jump Ropes

Supplies:

Type: individual simple                          Players: 1+ 

Jump Rope Rhyme:

Single Rope Skills:


